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Abstract: A new experimental model based on plastic (Filofocon A) 
artificial eyes was used to study the ablation profiles and the outcomes of 
three state-of-the-art refractive surgery excimer lasers provided with 
narrow-beam flying spot and optimized algorithms (Ladarvision 4000, 
Alcon; Technolas 217 Z100, Bausch&Lomb; Allegretto wave Eye-Q, 
Wavelight). The 3-D ablation patterns produced by myopic laser corrections 
(-9, -6 and -3 D) on flat and spherical surfaces of Filofocon A were 
measured using high resolution optical profilometry. We found significant 
differences across lasers in the shape and depth of the ablation patterns. A 
comparison of the ablation patterns on flat and on spherical surfaces 
provided a measurement of the laser efficiency losses from the center to the 
periphery at each point of the spherical plastic corneas. This effect also 
varied across lasers, depending on their fluence (120-400 mJ/cm2). 
Estimates of the post-operative corneal shapes were obtained from the 
measurement on Filofocon A and plastic-corneal tissue correction factors. 
The predicted post-operative corneal ablation shape, ablated volume, 
asphericity and spherical aberration varied across lasers, as well as the 
relative contribution of ablation pattern designs and efficiency losses to the 
increased asphericity. Although the results show that the algorithms have 
been optimized to reduce the induction of spherical aberration, they would 
still benefit from the application of correction factors for efficiency effects 
derived from a systematic approach using experimental plastic models. 
These models have proved useful (1) to assess the outcomes of different 
lasers or ablation algorithms, (2) for precise calibration and testing of the 
lasers, and (3) to calculate experimental correction factors for efficiency 
effects. 
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1. Introduction 
Refractive surgery has become a popular procedure to correct the refractive errors of the eye. 
The procedure has been improved over the past years, thanks to the refinement of the involved 
technologies: flying spot lasers, pupil trackers [1], microkeratomes. Optical outcomes have 
also benefited from the improvement in the ablation pattern design. Current ablation 
algorithms are wavefront-optimized or customized to the patients’ optical aberrations 
(aspheric, wavefront-guided or topography-guided) [2, 3], with the aim of avoiding the 
increase of spherical aberration that was a major issue with standard ablation profiles [4, 5]. 
One goal of current refractive surgery is the correction of higher optical aberrations of the 
eye, and not only conventional refractive errors, although there is still some controversy 
regarding correcting higher order aberrations in virgin eyes. Customized wavefront guided 
surgery is assisted by wavefront sensors and topographers (to measure optical aberrations) and 
precise lasers, which are now available in clinical sites. However, despite some initial 
promising results and some evidence that the increase of spherical aberration is attenuated [6], 
there is still an important lack of predictability of post-operative high-order aberrations in 
wavefront-guided refractive surgery, and in many cases spherical aberration is still 
introduced[7]. Although some studies show trends toward better visual and optical outcomes 
following wavefront-customized procedures, the improvement is hardly significant when 
compared with the new generation of conventional procedures [8-10]. Many causes have been 
pointed out for the relatively minor impact of aberration correction [7], as fluctuations in the 
aberrations or errors in their measurement, centration, alignment or torsion errors (during the 
measurements or the ablation), and flap creation effects. Corneal biomechanics is another 
potential cause for the inaccurate prediction of the corneal postoperative shape. While several 
studies have shown changes in the posterior corneal surface suggesting an influence of corneal 
biomechanical effects in the optical outcomes, recent work [11] shows that the shape of the 
posterior cornea is practically unaffected in LASIK. In any case, the biomechanical response 
of the cornea after tissue removal and wound healing are added effects to physical effects that 
compromise the predictability and stability of refractive surgery [12]. 
Undoubtedly, the ablation pattern design and how accurately it is transferred to the cornea 
(i.e. physical aspects of the ablation process) determine the optical outcomes. In particular, 
ablation efficiency effects, caused by energy losses as the ablating spot moves from the center 
to the periphery of the cornea, have been identified as a cause of the increase of spherical 
aberration [13]. The combination of standard ablation patterns with ablation efficiency effects 
have been studied in detail analytically [14-18] and numerically [19, 20], with an increasing 
degree of sophistication including effects such as the spot shape [21], polarization [22], pulse 
overlap, realistic eye-tracking and intermediate states of the ablated cornea. However, all of 
these models are highly dependent on the approximations of the physical mechanisms and 
assumptions of the parameters of the model. Presumably, the subsequent improvements of the 
ablation patterns with the estimated correction factors are now included in the proprietary 
ablation algorithms of most laser platforms.  
Plastic models have been used in refractive surgery research and calibration for a long 
time, especially for the assessment of roughness and calibration of fluence [23-25]. However, 
it has not been until recently that plastic models have been used to study in detail the shape 
changes induced by refractive surgery on flat and spherical surfaces [26-28]. Ablating plastic 
model corneas (not affected by biomechanical or other biological effects) with clinical lasers, 
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in combination with pre- and post- operative shape assessment, allows to measure directly the 
actual ablation pattern provided by the laser, avoiding several of the approximations and 
assumptions used in theoretical models. In addition, different laser platforms or different 
algorithms can be compared experimentally. The procedure also allows the measurement of 
ablation efficiency effects, or the effect of laser decentrations. Plastic models are also 
interesting for quality assessment and market approval of new laser platforms [29-31], to 
check experimentally the calibration state of individual laser units and the diagnosis of 
adjustment problems. They will also help to validate theoretical models of refractive surgery 
[19, 20]. 
Plastic models are not intended to mimic the response of the cornea. They are used to 
characterize the laser system, and in particular the density of spots at each point, to obtain 
accurate predictions in cornea. The ideal material for plastic models should have optical and 
ablation properties that produce a linear response to the laser pulses at all points. Furthermore, 
in order to extrapolate the results obtained in plastic to corneal tissue, precise measurements 
of the ablation properties of the material are needed [32]. Filofocon A is a novel material with 
optical and ablation properties that make it more suitable than PMMA, the material 
traditionally used for refractive surgery research, as reported in a recent study [32]. The use of 
Filofocon A in combination with clinical lasers has not been reported before.  
In this work we describe a new design for Filofocon A model eyes, including a new eye 
support that improves alignment. Flat and spherical artificial eyes were ablated with three 
different clinical lasers, provided with different optimized algorithms. The shape of the 
surfaces was measured with high resolution optical profilometry. Evaluation of the ablation 
profiles on flat surfaces allowed us to test the actual ablation pattern programmed into the 
laser system, differences across lasers, and possible miscalibrations of the laser units. 
Ablations on spherical surfaces allowed assessing changes in asphericity after refractive 
surgery. A comparison of the ablation profiles on spherical surfaces and identical ablations on 
flat surfaces allows quantifying geometry-related ablation efficiency losses. Once the 
differences in ablation and optical properties between plastic and corneal tissue are 
considered, it is possible to estimate the correction factor for efficiency effects for corneal 
tissue, and the relative contribution of physical factors affecting the post-operative corneal 
shape. Although efficiency losses are more important in PTK or hyperopic profiles [26, 33], 
myopic procedures are much more common, and larger clinical databases are available for 
myopic than for hyperopic LASIK. Consequently, we chose myopic algorithms because the 
study of these patterns across lasers would have a larger impact in the clinical practice. 
Although the results are obtained for particular laser systems, the understanding of the 
physics of the ablation in curved surfaces, and the methodology described can be generalized 
to design better ablation algorithms, not only for refractive surgery, but also for related areas, 
as customized contact lens manufacture. 
2. Methods 
2.1. Lasers 
Table 1 shows the three laser platforms used in this study, provided with state-of-the-art 
optimized algorithms. All lasers used flying-spot technology, and were Argon Fluoride (ArF) 
excimer lasers (193 nm emission wavelength) delivering nanosecond-pulses. Fluence, 
repetition rate, and spot shapes and diameters varied across lasers. The optical zone was set to 
6.5 mm in all cases.  
2.2. Artificial eyes 
The artificial eyes consisted on plastic cylinders of Filofocon A [32], with a diameter of 12.7 
mm, finished either on a polished flat or spherical (7.8-mm nominal radii of curvature) 
surface. All eyes had an artificial iris (6.5 mm aperture) located 3.5 mm behind the artificial 
cornea. The artificial iris is formed by a groove painted on its anterior surface. The nominal 
eye length was 24.65 mm in all eyes, so that the back focal plane of the spherical surfaces is 
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near the back surface -also polished- of the cylinder. The artificial eyes were manufactured by 
MedLens, INC, Front Royal, VA, USA. The first surface was re-polished in a precision optics 
lathe to ensure high surface precision (individually assessed on a profilometer, section 2.4) 
before the ablations. To define the orientation of the artificial corneas, they were marked at 
the edge with a 1-mm length meridional line. Figure 1(a) shows a photograph of two of the 
artificial eyes of the study. A total of 40 Filofocon eyes (20 flat and 20 spherical) were ablated 
under different conditions during the study.  
The artificial eyes were placed in a support (see Fig. 1(b)) that consists of a CMOS chip 
(from a webcam) acting as an artificial retina, a tip and tilt platform (for both the eye and the 
CMOS chip), and a tunable filter. The pixel position of the CMOS chip corresponding to the 
center of the cylinder was previously calibrated and considered as the artificial fovea. The 
artificial fovea and the artificial pupil define the line of sight of the artificial eye, which can be 
oriented using the tip and tilt platform. 
Table 1. Laser platforms used in this study. (Nominal data from www.fda.gov) 
 
Alcon  
LADAR Vision 
Bausch & Lomb 
 Technolas 217Z100 
Wavelight 
 Allegretto EyeQ 
Algorithm Standard Zyoptix Tissue Saving F-CAT 
Peak Fluence (mJ/cm2) 
Average Fluence 
400 
210 
120 
 
400 
200 
Repetition Rate 100 Hz 100 Hz 400 Hz 
Spot Shape 
Spot Diameter (mm) 
Gaussian 
0.95 
Truncated G. 
1 and 2 
Gaussian 
0.95 
Optical Zone 6.5 mm 
Ablation Zone 8 mm 9.6 mm 8 mm 
Eye tracker Disabled 
Wavelength 193 nm 
2.3. Ablation protocol with clinical lasers 
The artificial eyes were ablated in the different operating rooms where the clinical lasers were 
located, and the full experimental procedure supervised by the investigators. The lasers were 
fine-adjusted and calibrated by each company’s technical support experts before each session. 
During the ablations, the lasers were operated by the surgeon or the operating room assistants 
in charge at each clinic. All standard procedures were followed except for the eye tracker that 
was disabled (and thus the pupil centered manually). The optical zone was set to 6.5 mm. The 
ablation patterns selected were: Zyoptix Tissue Saving for the Technolas 217 Z100, Standard 
algorithm for the LADAR-vision and F-CAT for the Allegretto Eye-Q.  
An additional procedure was needed to align the artificial eye to the laser. Each clinical 
laser has a different fixation stimulus, typically a collimated laser beam (red line in Fig. 1 (b)). 
The alignment requires the superposition of that stimulus beam with the eye’s line of sight 
(green line in Fig. 1 (b)). In practice, this involves bringing the stimulus (imaged on the 
CMOS sensor through the artificial eye) to the fovea (reference pixel), by adjusting the tip and 
tilt platform. To avoid image saturation of the fixation spot, the intensity of the fixation 
stimuli was adjusted with a tunable filter. The filter was moved aside during ablation. After 
fixation adjustment, pupil centration was achieved as in patients. The presence of multiple 
colinear reflexes confirmed the correct centration and alignment of the eye. 
Pairs of flat and spherical artificial eyes were always ablated consecutively (see Fig. 2, and 
Media 1), under identical conditions (correction, algorithm, calibration state, centration and 
alignment). Right before each pair (flat/sphere) of myopic corrections, the laser fluence was 
checked (and calibrated if needed), and the alignment adjusted. 
Five pairs of clinical ablations (on flat and spherical surfaces) were performed for each 
laser. Three pairs of refractive surgery procedures were performed with -9 D corrections, one 
pair with -6 D and one pair with -3 D. As the F-CAT algorithm (Wavelight) has adjustable 
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target asphericity, with this laser we ablated two sets of artificial corneas with two different 
values of the parameter Q: Q=0 and 0.25. 
We checked (using a thermosensitive sheet) that the differences in laser vergence from the 
center to the periphery were negligible. Therefore the ablations on flat surfaces should not be 
affected by non-normal incidence. 
2.4. Pre- and Post- operative measurements 
An optical profilometric microscope [34] (PLµ, Sensofar, Barcelona, Spain), mounted on a 
vibration-isolated table, was used to measure the shape of the first surface of the artificial eyes 
both before and after the ablations. The slit-confocal configuration of the instrument was used 
to measure the surface height at each point, in an “extended shape” custom measurement 
mode. At each point, a pattern of parallel lines is projected with a 100x microscope onto the 
surface while a CCD camera images the reflected lines, through the same optics. The 
instrument scans the sample in the Z direction, changing the focus position of the lines 
relative to the surface being measured. Image processing algorithms retrieve the Z point at 
which the reflected image of the parallel lines is sharpest, which is considered the height of 
the surface at that point. To obtain the shape of the artificial corneas, 1148 points of a 
rectangular grid covering the central 11 millimeters of the surface were measured. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Artificial eyes of Filofocon A (flat and spherical). (b) Artificial eye support. The red 
line represents the fixation stimulus of the laser, while the green line represents the line of sight 
of the eye. Aligning means to make both axes coincident. 
Prior to the measurement, the artificial corneas were rotated until the reference mark was 
oriented along the y-axis of the microscope. The corneal apex, found using the 20x 
interferometric objective on the same instrument, was used as the origin for the measurements 
in the curved surfaces. In the case of flat surfaces, the apex was taken as the center of the 
cylinder (pre-operative) or the center of the ablation (postoperative). 
Measurements on spherical corneas were more demanding than on flat corneas, due to the 
steep slope at the periphery causing two undesired effects: on the one hand, fewer projected 
lines are in focus on the sample at the same time, and on the other hand the intensity of the 
back-reflected light is relatively low. Custom algorithms were developed as part of the 
measurement procedure definition, including the calculation of a confidence index for each 
point measured. Additional tests were performed to estimate the optimal measurement 
parameters and the significance thresholds (used to discard invalid points). 
Each surface measurement took around 4 hours. As dilation of the sample during the 
measurement is a potential cause of error, the laboratory temperature was monitored and 
controlled, and the samples were stored near the measurement instrument. 
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All the spherical artificial corneas were measured before and after the ablation. All flat 
corneas were measured after the ablation. Only a few pre-operative flat corneas were 
measured, as the deviation from flatness was as low as the precision of the instrument (1 µm 
peak to peak for the whole surface). 
 
 
Fig. 2. Single-frame excerpt from video recordings (Media 1) of a refractive surgery procedure 
in a flat plastic artificial cornea of Filofocon A. 
2.5. Data analysis 
2.5.1. Extracting the ablation patterns  
We wrote routines in Matlab (Mathworks, Nantick, MA, USA) to extract the laser ablation 
patterns from the shape measurements. 
Flat Surfaces 
The topographies measured on ablated flat surfaces should represent the actual spot density 
profile delivered by the laser. The measurements were only corrected numerically for the tilt 
found on the non-ablated area. This tilt appears in the measurement because the line of sight 
of the eye is not necessarily aligned with the microscope optical axis. We found tilts typically 
lower than 2 degrees. These tilts come from the topography measurement and not from the 
ablation, where the alignment and centration of the artificial eye were well controlled. We 
tested the procedure by measuring the same sample at different slight tilting angles, and 
checking that tilt was correctly compensated by the software.  
Spherical surfaces 
The ablation pattern was also obtained from the ablated spherical corneas by subtracting a 
base sphere (corresponding to the pre-operative spherical surface) from the measured 
elevation. We found that subtracting the analytical surface produced a better estimation (less 
noise) than a point-by-point subtraction of elevation maps.  
2.5.2. Computing the laser efficiency effects 
The efficiency effects are described by the ablation efficiency factor K, depending on the 
incidence angle. For a particular geometry and material (plastic or cornea), the ablation 
efficiency factor is defined as the ratio of the ablation depth pattern on a spherical surface to 
the ablation depth pattern on a flat surface: 
,
FLAT
SPH
d
dK =     (1) 
where d is the ablation depth at each point. The effective ablation depth at each point of a 
curved surface can be predicted as deff = dFLAT · K. From a design point of view, 1/K represents 
the correction factor (one at the center and higher than one at the periphery) by which the 
intended profile should be multiplied to compensate for the changes in ablation efficiency on 
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curved surfaces. The control algorithm should program d
 
/K, in the laser, in order to obtain the 
desired pattern d ablated in the material. 
For accurate estimations, it is essential that both ablations are registered, on the same 
coordinate center, which was estimated by fitting biconic surfaces to both ablation patterns. 
The selected radius of the base sphere subtracted from the ablated spherical surface elevation 
map was also critical in the assessment of the laser efficiency factor, as small discrepancies in 
the base sphere radius may result in slightly different ablation depths at the apex. As the 
ablation depth should be identical on flat and spherical surfaces in the center of the ablation, 
the base sphere radius was slightly refined (in steps of 0.05 mm) until that condition is 
reached. This refinement only affects the ablation patterns (estimated from spheres) in a few 
microns, but has a major impact on the fulfillment of the contour conditions (the efficiency 
factor is one in the center while the non-ablated zones are similar). The refinement needed in 
the base sphere is compatible with the small changes in the laser intensity observed between 
ablations and with the expected dilation effects on polymers [35] during the measurement.  
2.5.3. Impact on cornea 
The nominal ablation depth at the apex -provided by the system’s software- is used to obtain a 
conversion factor between the ablation depth per pulse on plastic (Filofocon A) and corneal 
tissue. This factor changes with the laser, as it depends on fluence. The ideal ablation pattern 
in cornea (not affected by efficiency effects) can then be predicted by directly multiplying the 
ablation pattern on Filofocon by the plastic/cornea conversion factor.  
To predict the actual shape of postoperative corneas, it is necessary to consider the 
geometry-related ablation efficiency factor for corneal tissue, which can be obtained from the 
ablation efficiency factor measured for plastic. According to the Beer-Lambert law, the etch 
rate (ablation depth per pulse) at each point of a flat surface should be given by  
dFLAT=(1/α) · ln (F0 / Fth)  where F0  is the fluence of the laser, and α and Fth are the 
absorption coefficient and the ablation threshold of the material respectively. The reflection 
loss is already implicit in the experimental estimates of ablation properties (α and Fth) as they 
were obtained from regressions of the ablated depth at different laser fluences on flat surfaces 
(Ref. [32]). However, a reflection coefficient R, needs to be considered on non-flat surfaces 
[15]: dSPH=(1/α) · ln (F0 R / Fth). That reflection coefficient depends on the surface geometry, 
incidence angle and refractive index. Then,  
.ln
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R
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    (2) 
The reflection coefficient R in this expression was obtained from the theoretical prediction 
of Jimenez et al. (ρ in Ref. [16]), but normalized to one, and therefore not including the 
reflection at the apex. The experimental (Eq. (1)) and theoretical (Eq. (2)) efficiency factors 
are normalized making both expressions for K equivalent. Operating with Eq. (2) for cornea 
KC and Plastic, KP we obtain: 
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Where a C = 1/ln(F0 / FthC)  and a P = 1/ln(F0 / FthP), and the subscripts C and P stand 
for cornea and plastic respectively. The ablation thresholds FthC and FthP , and the refractive 
indices and surface geometry (through the reflection coefficients RC and RP) play a role in the 
conversion from the correction factor in plastic to the cornea. To calculate the correction 
factor for efficiency effects in cornea (1/KC), we applied Eq. 3 point by point to the measured 
ablation efficiency factor in plastic. To estimate the postoperative corneal shape we multiplied 
the ideal ablation pattern in cornea obtained from the ablated flat plastic surfaces by the 2-D 
ablation efficiency factor in cornea. In this study we used the optical and ablation properties 
of Filofocon A reported in Ref. [32]: FthP=90 mJ/cm2 and n=1.62. We used FthC=60 mJ/cm2 
and n=1.52 for the cornea. 
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2.5.4. Asphericities and spherical aberration 
To assess the effect of the ablation pattern on the shape of the surfaces, we fitted the post-
operative ablated spherical surfaces to conics and evaluated the change in asphericity [17]. To 
study the clinical relevance of this shape change, we simulated postoperative corneas applying 
the corneal ablation pattern calculated in the previous section to spherical corneas of 7.8 mm. 
We calculated the corneal asphericity and the corneal spherical aberration of these simulated 
postoperative corneas [36]. 
3. Results 
3.1. Pre-operative shape measurements 
The measured elevations of the pre-operative surfaces (plane or spherical) differed typically 
less than 1 micron (peak to peak) from their nominal shapes. The radius of curvature of the 
fitted spheres was also consistent with the nominal value (7.77±0.03 mm, on a 6.5-mm 
diameter). For diameters larger than 6.5-mm, a higher dispersion (up to 10 microns) was 
observed, more likely associated to the measurement technique than to the manufacture.  
 
Fig. 3. (a) Examples of ablation patterns obtained from ablated flat and spherical surfaces for 
the three different lasers, and a correction of -9 diopters. (b) Horizontal sections of the ablation 
patterns on the flat surfaces (red lines), and other patterns obtained from different flat samples 
ablated on identical conditions (blue lines).   
3.2. Ablation patterns on plastic 
Figure 3 shows pairs (top row for flat surfaces, and bottom row for spherical surfaces) of 
representative ablation patterns for all lasers of the study. In all cases, a correction of –9 D 
was programmed in the laser.  
The ablation patterns differed notably across lasers. While the Alcon and the Bausch & 
Lomb lasers provided highly symmetric patterns on both flat and spherical surfaces, the 
pattern delivered by the Wavelight laser showed asymmetries which were highly consistent 
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across measurements. Efficiency effects were responsible for a lower ablation depth in 
peripheral areas on spherical than on flat surfaces. This effect is notably larger in low fluence 
lasers (i.e. Bausch & Lomb laser) than higher fluence lasers (i.e. Alcon).  
Figure 3 (b) shows horizontal profiles of the ablation patterns on flat surfaces. The red 
lines correspond to the examples shown 2-dimensionally, while the blue lines correspond to 
different repetitions corresponding to different samples. The high similarity of the laser 
profiles estimated from different ablated samples (with the same laser and similar conditions) 
illustrates the high repeatability, particularly of the Alcon and Bausch & Lomb lasers. When 
asymmetries were present, as found with the Wavelight laser, the differences across repeated 
measurements also increased. The asymmetries also appeared on different experimental 
sessions. Remarkably, the shape of the ablation profile and maximum ablation depth (on 
Filofocon A) differ substantially across laser platforms, for the same programmed refraction 
correction and optical zone. 
3.3. Ablation efficiency factors on plastic 
Figure 4 compares the ablation patterns for two of the lasers: Alcon (left side) and Bausch & 
Lomb (right side). Unlike Fig. 3 (b) where profile cross-sections of ablations on flat surfaces 
were plotted, Fig. 4 shows all the measured points in a radial plot, both for flat and spherical 
ablated surfaces (for -9D corrections on Filofocon A). The figure illustrates the large 
differences in ablation patterns between the two laser platforms. Both the ablation depth and 
the radial extension of the ablated zone are different. These two lasers are also different in 
terms of efficiency losses. The high fluence laser (Alcon, left side of Fig. 4) is practically free 
from efficiency losses. The ablation pattern from flat and spherical surfaces are almost 
identical for this laser, as the measured point to point difference in depth between ablation in 
flat and spherical surfaces (less than 2 microns) is of the order of the measurement accuracy. 
Theoretical calculations using the formulation of Anera et al. [15] for the particular geometry 
of the artificial eyes and the ablation properties of this material [32], predict a maximum 
difference of 1.1 microns.  
 
Fig. 4. Ablation patterns for two of the lasers: Alcon (left side) and Bausch & Lomb (right 
side). All the measured points are shown in radial plots, both for flat and spherical ablated 
surfaces (for -9D corrections on Filofocon A).  
On the other hand, efficiency effects are clearly noticeable in the low fluence laser 
(Bausch & Lomb, right side of Fig. 4), as the ablation depth is lower on spherical than on flat 
surfaces. The difference between the ablation pattern on flat and on spherical surfaces is zero 
at the apex and also outside the ablation zone. There are systematic point to point differences, 
as high as 6.8 microns in the intermediate points (the theoretical prediction was 6.3 microns). 
Figure 5 shows the measured ablation efficiency factor on Filofocon A (K, calculated from 
Eq. (1)) as 2-D maps and radial plots, for the Alcon (Fig. 5(a) and (b)) and Bausch & Lomb 
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(Fig. 5(c) and (d)) lasers. The square pattern observed in Fig. 5(a) is a trace of the 
profilometer trajectory. The red line in the 1-D plots (fig. 5 (b and c)) represents the 
theoretical ablation efficiency factor (K, from Eq. (2)) for the corresponding laser fluences 
(400 mJ/cm2 and 120 mJ/cm2 for the Alcon and Bausch and Lomb lasers, respectively), and 
using the ablation properties for Filofocon A that we have reported in a recent study [32].  
 
Fig. 5. Measured ablation efficiency factor in Filofocon A for the Alcon ((a) and (b)) and for 
the Bausch & Lomb laser ((c) and (d)). (a) and (c) show the efficiency effects at each point. (b) 
and (d) are radial profiles of all the measured points (gray). The black squares are the angular 
averages at each radial position. The red line represents the theoretical ablation efficiency 
factor for the corresponding laser fluences (400 mJ/cm2 and 120 mJ/cm2 for the Alcon and 
Bausch and Lomb lasers, respectively).  
The experimental ablation efficiency factor at each radial distance from the apex (black 
squares) is obtained as an angular average of all the measured points (in gray). While the 
efficiency factor is practically 1 at all points for the high fluence laser (Alcon), it decreases 
significantly from the center to the periphery in the low fluence laser (Bausch & Lomb). For 
this laser (and Filofocon A) the effectiveness of ablation in the periphery of the optical zone is 
only 60%. The theoretical model captures the main experimental trends. The reported ablation 
efficiency factors were obtained from –9 D ablation patterns. We performed the same analysis 
on flat/spherical ablated surfaces with –3 D and –6 D corrections, and obtained similar results, 
although noise had a higher impact on the measured ablation depths. 
3.4. Ablation patterns in cornea 
We applied the depth conversion factor and the ablation efficiency factor from Eq. (3) to the 
ablation patterns measured on flat surfaces to predict the ablation pattern on corneal tissue. 
Figure 6 shows predictions of the ablation profiles on flat and spherical corneas (Fig. 6(b)), 
from the ablation profiles measured on flat plastic surfaces (Fig. 6(a)). The differences in the 
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ablation profiles as measured on Filofocon A between the Alcon and Bausch and Lomb lasers 
are clear in Fig. 6(a). In Filofocon, the Alcon laser (higher fluence) penetrates deeper in the 
plastic material and has a narrower ablation area while the Bausch & Lomb pattern on plastic 
is wider and shallower. The large differences in response between lasers are attenuated when 
the corresponding conversions to corneal tissue are applied (Fig. 6(b)). However, the ablation 
depth is significantly higher in cornea for the Bausch & Lomb laser, and the laser efficiency 
effects not negligible for this laser. 
We also estimated the ablated volume from the predicted 2-dimensional corneal ablation 
patterns, for the Alcon and the Bausch & Lomb lasers, considering the experimentally 
measured ablation efficiency factor. Table 3 shows the ablation depth measured in Filofocon 
A, the nominal depth in cornea provided by the laser software, the corresponding depth 
conversion factor between cornea and Filofocon A, and the estimated ablated volume for the 
entire ablated area and within the optical zone.  
 
Fig. 6. Ablation profiles measured in Filofocon A flat surfaces (a) and predictions in corneal 
tissue (b) for flat and spherical surfaces.   
It is interesting to note that the Zyoptix Tissue Saving algorithm of the Bausch & Lomb 
laser penetrates deeper in cornea and removes more material than the Standard optimized 
algorithm of the Alcon laser. Although the optical zone is the same in both lasers (6.5 mm) the 
ablated area is very different due to different design of the transition zones. Only 0.5% of the 
ablated volume is outside the optical zone with the Alcon laser (which has minimum 
transition zones), as opposed to 6.5% with the Bausch & Lomb laser. These ablated volumes 
were calculated considering the existing efficiency effects. If the efficiency effects were not 
considered (i.e. application on flat surfaces of the measured ablation profile, multiplied by the 
plastic-corneal tissue conversion factor) the ablated volume would be 5% larger for the 
Bausch & Lomb laser and 1% larger for the Alcon laser (within the optical zone in both 
cases). 
Table 3. Ablation depths, depth conversion factors, and ablated volumes in cornea, for a -9 D correction. 
 Alcon Bausch & Lomb 
 Depth – Filofocon (µm) 62 47.8 
 Nominal Depth –Cornea (µm) 120.5 135 
 Conversion factor 1.94 2.82 
 Ablated corneal volume (µm3) 2.09 · 109 2.76 · 109 
 Ablated volume within optical zone (µm3) 2.08 · 109 2.58 · 109 
3.5. Correction factors for efficiency effects in cornea 
Figure 7 shows the correction factors for efficiency effects (1/K) predicted at each point of the 
human cornea for the Alcon (A) and the Bausch & Lomb (B) lasers. Figure 7(c) shows the 
radial average for both lasers, and the theoretical predictions. The efficiency effects are 
important for the Bausch & Lomb laser, as already seen in plastic, but not for the Alcon laser. 
Therefore, the correction factor increases from one (at the ablation center) to higher values 
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toward the periphery for the Bausch & Lomb laser, but remains almost flat for the Alcon 
laser. The radial average of the correction factor is well predicted by theory. 
 
Fig. 7. Correction factor for efficiency effects in cornea estimated from the experimental 
measurements in Filofocon A. (a) Alcon. (b) Bausch & Lomb. c) Radial plots.  
3.6. Optical outcomes in cornea 
Figure 8 shows the asphericities obtained by fitting the ablated spheres of Filofocon A to 
conics, for the Bausch & Lomb (crosses) and the Alcon laser (diamonds). The figure also 
shows the asphericities found in a previous study [27] with a previous generation laser 
(Chiron Technolas 217c with PlanoScan). As the artificial eyes used in that study were made 
of PMMA, a conversion from PMMA to Filofocon A (considering the theoretical ablation 
efficiency factors for both materials) was applied to the measured ablation pattern. The post-
operative asphericities with the new generation lasers are clearly below those obtained with 
previous generation lasers. However, the measured post-operative asphericity is still 
significantly different from zero (and positive).  
 
Fig. 8. Post-operative asphericities from Filofocon A ablated spheres for the Alcon (diamonds) 
and Bausch & Lomb lasers (crosses). The asphericities found in a previous study [27] with a 
previous generation laser (Chiron Technolas 217c with PlanoScan) are also shown (squares). 
The average asphericity in post-operative Filofocon A for a -9 D correction was 0.23 for 
the Alcon laser, and 0.19 for the Bausch & Lomb laser. When the ablation pattern was 
transferred to the cornea (considering the corresponding efficiency effects) we obtained a 
post-operative asphericity of 0.40 for the Alcon laser and 0.71 for the Bausch and Lomb. The 
corresponding spherical aberration in cornea [36] was 0.47 µm for the Alcon laser, and 0.61 
µm for the Bausch & Lomb laser. The spherical aberration of an ideal spherical cornea of 7.8 
mm is 0.49 microns. 
4. Discussion 
This work further develops the use of plastic model corneas to obtain precise quantitative 
evaluation of the ablation patterns provided by refractive surgery laser systems [27]. The 
depth patterns are measured on plastic, which can provide an accurate calibration of the laser 
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system. Furthermore, the combination of precise profilometric measurements on plastic 
surfaces, and knowledge of the ablation and optical properties of the plastic material provides 
estimations of the ablation pattern on cornea, considering all physical effects, and excluding 
biomechanical factors. In a previous study of the ablation properties of Filofocon A [32] we 
showed that a depth pattern measured on this material can be transformed into a laser spot 
distribution (considering the fluence of the laser), which can be used to predict depth patterns 
in cornea, provided that the number of pulses is sufficiently high -as is it the case within the 
optical zone (see discussion of Ref. [32] for details)-. 
The fact that the ablation response of Filofocon A is well predicted by the Beer-Lambert 
law, for the range fluences and number of pulses used in refractive surgery [32] allows an 
accurate characterization of the ablation pattern on plastic. On the other hand, the estimations 
of the ablation pattern on cornea are accurate within the limitations of the blow-off model in 
corneal tissue (Beer-Lambert Law) and the accuracy of the optical and ablation parameters. 
The estimation of the ablation profile on cornea from the measurement of the ablation profile 
on plastic could be further sophisticated using more complex ablation models [19, 20], or 
parameters for the cornea, as dynamic coefficients [37]. 
The geometrical efficiency effects depend on the geometry of the surface on which the 
corrected ablation pattern is going to be applied. Therefore, strictly speaking, the estimated 
correction factor to be applied on a spherical surface would be different to that estimated for a 
conic surface. We performed simulations to quantify the error induced by considering a 
correction factor calculated for spherical corneas on conic corneas. We found, for a cornea of 
asphericity -0.4 (upper bound of asphericity in normal corneas) a mean underestimation of 
0.21% in the energy applied to the cornea, and a maximum deviation (in the periphery of a 
6.5-mm optical zone) of -1.01%. These values are of negligible clinical relevance. In the case 
of a retreatment of a highly aspherical post-surgical cornea (asphericity = 1), the correction 
factor for spherical surfaces overestimates the energy applied to the conic cornea (mean 
0.63%, maximum 3.31% in the periphery of the ablation).  
Equation (1) considers all the possible efficiency effects of the laser in plastic (KP), and an 
accurate characterizations of the lasers, as the geometry of the plastic surfaces used (and 
therefore RP) are well known. The maximum accuracy of the correction factors in cornea (KC) 
can obtained when the geometry of individual corneas are taken into account (and not only a 
generic corneal geometry) in the reflection coefficient RC used in the conversion from plastic 
to cornea.  
Previous studies were limited by the use of videokeratoscopy to assess the elevation maps 
of pre- and post-operative spherical surfaces from which the ablation patterns are computed. 
The use of high resolution non-contact optical profilometry allows mapping both flat and 
spherical surfaces with the same instrument and with high accuracy (less than 1 micron), 
without the need of the slight polishing of post-ablated surfaces, required to achieve proper 
reflection in videokeratoscopy. This procedure allows accurate point-by-point assessment of 
the ablation efficiency factor of the laser, using the ablation pattern measured in pairs of flat 
and spherical surfaces ablated consecutively under similar conditions. The 2-D correction 
factor for efficiency effects can be applied to any ablation algorithm programmed on a given 
laser platform.  
Our previous study evaluated standard ablation profiles on PMMA. The current study uses 
the recently proposed Filofocon A material, which we showed to have more suitable ablation 
properties [32]. We used this new model to evaluate the ablation patterns produced by three 
state-of-the-art refractive surgery laser platforms. We performed a detailed comparison 
between two of the lasers (Alcon and Bausch & Lomb, with very different nominal fluences). 
We found marked differences across lasers in the ablation pattern measured in plastic (Fig. 4), 
ablation efficiency factors (Fig. 5), predicted post-operative corneal shape, (Fig. 6), correction 
factor in cornea (Fig. 7), post-operative asphericities (Fig. 8), ablated volume and spherical 
aberration in plastic and cornea. 
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Toward an optimized ablation pattern  
A comparison of the optical outcomes (both in plastic and cornea) following myopic ablation 
using new generation and older laser platforms suggest that current ablation patterns have 
been conveniently optimized to reduce the induction of spherical aberration in the new 
generation lasers, although there is still room for improvement (Fig 8, in Filofocon A). Our 
predictions suggest that the optimized algorithms are still inducing some change in the 
asphericity of the cornea (0.40 for the Alcon laser and 0.71 for the Bausch & Lomb, for -9 D 
correction), although much less than the one reported (1.44 for -9 D) with a previous 
generation laser and the previous plastic model of Ref. [27]. We can also compare the relative 
impact of laser efficiency effects and ablation pattern design in the post-operative asphericity. 
When ablation efficiency effects are cancelled (simulating post-operative corneas by 
subtraction of the ablation pattern obtained from ablated flat surfaces) we found similar post-
operative asphericities with both lasers (∼0.35). This suggests that the increase in asphericity 
for the Alcon laser arises primarily from the ablation pattern while for the Bausch & Lomb 
laser the efficiency effects account for most of the increase in asphericity. 
Ablations on Filofocon A: a method for laser calibration  
One especially interesting feature of Filofocon A as a model for refractive surgery is its 
relatively high sensitivity to fluence changes, compared to PMMA and corneas, due to the 
combination of its high threshold fluence (90 mJ/cm2) and high refractive index at 193 nm 
(1.62), which increases reflection. As a result, the efficiency effects and the associated 
induced asphericity are more apparent in Filofocon A than in corneas or PMMA, making them 
easier to measure. On the other hand, the laser penetrates much deeper in cornea than in 
Filofocon A, and as a result the effects associated to the shape of the ablation pattern are more 
important in cornea than in Filofocon. 
The procedure described in this study can be used to check the calibration state and the 
performance of individual units of refractive surgery laser systems. The entire ablation pattern 
in the cornea can be estimated from these measurements. We observed important deviations 
from rotational symmetry in one of the lasers (Fig. 3, Wavelight laser). The asymmetries 
appeared both on flat and spherical surfaces (and also with both Q parameters tested) and the 
location of the irregularity changed across repeated ablations. Validation tests (involving 
repeated profilometric measurements of the same samples at different orientations) proved 
that the irregularities were a consequence of the ablation process and not of the measurement. 
Decentration and alignment effects were discarded as a possible cause for the observed 
asymmetries, as they should not affect the ablation pattern on flat surfaces. Shielding effects 
by ablation plume or debris ejected during the ablation [38] were the most likely cause for the 
asymmetry, which may have been produced by insufficient air suction, perhaps as a 
consequence of the filter wheel position (Fig. 2). A retrospective analysis of corneal 
topographies in patients operated with this laser unit did not show important asymmetries, 
confirming this hypothesis. It is important to note that the procedure of estimating the ablation 
patterns in cornea is based on the assumption that the ablation pattern in flat surfaces of 
plastic is created by the superposition of a set of equal spots. If the fluence varies (due to 
shielding, obscuration, etc), the methodology can detect these changes, but the effects in 
cornea cannot be correctly quantified. In most cases the assumption of superposition holds, 
and therefore the model can be used to assess the ablation profile programmed on the laser. 
5. Conclusions 
Plastic (Filofocon A) artificial model eyes have proven useful to assess the outcomes of 
different refractive surgery laser platforms and algorithms, for a precise calibration of the 
lasers and to calculate experimental correction factors of efficiency effects. 
Different state-of-the-art optimized laser platforms, programmed to produce the same 
myopic corrections in eyes, showed very different ablation profiles on plastic corneas (30% 
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differences in ablation depths for a -9 D myopic correction) which translated in 34% 
differences in corneal tissue volume differences. 
The ablation efficiency factor varied also substantially across lasers, as estimated from the 
ratios of the ablation profile on flat and spherical plastic surfaces. For a laser fluence of 120 
mJ/cm2 the efficiency loss (for Filofocon A) was 6.5% at 2.5 mm from the corneal apex, while 
at 400 mJ/cm2 this effect was practically negligible. 
Both the ablation algorithm design and the strategy of compensation for the ablation 
efficiency factors contributed to the optical outcomes. The estimated post-operative corneal 
asphericity is half with the new generation laser algorithms than with non-optimized 
algorithms (for -9 D correction), but still not negligible. Plastic artificial eye models allow a 
systematic evaluation of the ablation profile and of the correction factor for efficiency effects, 
which is essential to further improve ablation algorithms to avoid increase of corneal 
asphericity (and spherical aberration), which still occurs from purely physical factors  
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